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Abstract: This paper provides a performance comparison of different pathfinding Algorithms used
in video games. The Algorithms have been classified into three categories: informed, uninformed,
and metaheuristic. Both a practical and a theoretical approach have been adopted in this paper. The
practical approach involved the implementation of specific Algorithms such as Dijkstra’s, A-star,
Breadth First Search, and Greedy Best First. The comparison of these Algorithms is based on different
criteria including execution time, total number of iterations, shortest path length, and grid size. For
the theoretical approach, information was collected from various papers to compare other Algorithms
with the implemented ones. The Unity game engine was used in implementing the Algorithms. The
environment used was a two-dimensional grid system.

Keywords: pathfinding; Breadth First Search; A-star; Dijkstra’s; Greedy Best First; Unity

1. Introduction

The gaming industry continues to grow at a rapid pace due to the advancements in
technologies, mainly in the field of artificial intelligence (AI). Currently, AI is the latest
technological trend that is being used in these games for various enemy characters as well
as other characters and actions. The main objective of using an AI system is to provide
a challenging experience to the player in terms of decision-making or devising different
strategies by enemy characters as well as helping the player to overcome the different
hurdles present in the game. Enemy game-objects may use AI for developing a mechanism
to outsmart the player and win the game. Special characters may use AI for providing
support to the player in order to win the game.

Pathfinding refers to the concept of finding the optimal path from source node to
destination node in the least time. Several Algorithms have been devised to the shortest
path from source to destination by trying to avoid all the obstacles on the way. They may
also use AI for pathfinding. These special character components used in games are called
NPCs or non-player characters [1]. Even though significant progress has been made in
the past few years towards pathfinding, there are many problems which constantly attract
attention from researchers. One such problem is the demand for the high performance that
these Algorithms need to satisfy in games. Moreover, since often they need to compute
paths for multiple components and the resources allocated to these Algorithms are limited,
there is a demand for Algorithms with high performance in less execution time. This
paper summarizes the pathfinding Algorithms based on the performance so that a suitable
Algorithm can be chosen for better optimization.

Pathfinding may be categorized into two groups: static and dynamic. Static refers
to discovering the route globally in a static environment. Dynamic pathfinding on the
other hand refers to finding the route locally in dynamic surroundings [2]. NPCs may use
pathfinding AI Algorithms to reach a particular target from a start node by finding the
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most feasible solution. Some of these pathfinding Algorithms may take various obstacles
into consideration and some may not. These pathfinding Algorithms require high memory
and processing power to find the most optimal solution by avoiding all obstacles in order
to reach the destination node [3]. Therefore, a benchmark comparison was performed to
analyze the performance of the pathfinding Algorithms by implementing them in an AI
environment and monitoring their performance in Unity Software.

2. Path Planning

In order to develop an efficient path from the start to the end node, a proper in-depth
analysis has to be performed so that all the collisions or obstacles can be safely avoided
while determining the least cost path in least time [4]. Considering factors such as collision
avoidance, performance optimization, and static and dynamic constraints, several types of
Algorithms have been developed to find an efficient path between two points [5]. Graph
pathfinding Algorithms were created with the goal of discovering the shortest path between
two vertices for a connect graph [6]. The main objective of these Algorithms was to only
get the least distance within a graph without taking into consideration the performance
optimization to reduce execution time and avoid obstacles [7]. These Algorithms were
mostly used in networking the field particularly for developing routing protocols [8].

Search Algorithms are another class of Algorithms that are mostly used in video games
as well as in robotics to reach a particular target from the beginning [9]. These Algorithms
cover the whole map of a given area and try to search for all the possible paths from
source to destination and out of those, they select the shortest path. There are two types
of search Algorithms, uninformed and informed search Algorithms. In the uninformed
search Algorithms, which are also known as blind search, there is no information regarding
the number of steps or the costs of path from current state to the goal. Some examples
include the Breadth First Search and Depth First Search Algorithms. Another example of
uninformed Algorithms is the Dijkstra’s Algorithm which can be also used in graphs to find
the shortest path but only for positive costs [10]. An improved version of the Algorithm was
developed later on called the Bellman–Ford Algorithm which was for both positive as well
as negative costs and is an uninformed Algorithm [11]. Another uninformed Algorithm is
the Floyd–Warshall Algorithm which was inspired from these two to find the minimum
path for positive and negative costs but the number of nodes to be visited was reduced in
comparison with Dijkstra’s Algorithm [12].

Informed search Algorithms are better optimized as compared to uninformed search
Algorithms. The unique feature of these Algorithms is that they make use of a heuristic
function to calculate the efficient path [13]. A search method or a heuristic function is
informed if it uses additional information about nodes that have not yet been explored to
decide which nodes to examine yet [14]. Heuristic function tries to search for a solution
that is most near to the best solution in the shortest time [15]. The entire area does not
have to be checked by limiting the Algorithm to a specific area, thereby saving significant
amount of time. Some examples include A*, D*, HPA*, etc. [16].

Deterministic, non-deterministic, and procedural generation are the various forms of
game AI. This paper focuses on the various deterministic AI-based gaming Algorithms.
This deterministic AI can be implemented using several tools like Behavior Tree, Decision
Tree, etc. Based on stationary or in motion obstacles, it can be further divided into two
categories, static and dynamic pathfinding. Static pathfinding can be categorized into
uninformed search, informed search, and metaheuristic Algorithm. Various pathfinding
Algorithms that have been analyzed and evaluated are shown in Figure 1. This work
extensively makes use of the pathfinding-based Algorithms to analyze the efficiency of the
model for the game play grid environment with and without obstacles.
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2.1. Pathfinding Using Grids

A grid is a connection or a network of vertices or points through edges in order to
form a graph (Figure 2). The performance of the pathfinding Algorithms is determined by
attributes of the graph that is formed by the grid. The grids can be regular or irregular in
pattern. Regular patterns can be of triangular, hexagonal, square, or cubic falling under 2D
or 3D categories. Waypoints, mesh navigation, and visibility graph come under irregular
patterns of grid system. In this paper, pathfinding Algorithms in gaming have been
experimented and analyzed on a 2D Square Grid (Octile) system.
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2.1.1. Regular Grids

Regular grids are most extensively used in the field of pathfinding by developers since
they provide uniformity to the environment. These are usually represented in 2-dimenional
or 3-dimensional Euclidean space in the form of a tessellation. Every smallest unit of these
grids have a definite uniform shape of equal sides such as a triangle, square, hexagon, or a
cube. On the basis of these shapes, regular grids are further classified into triangular, octile,
hexagonal, and cubic as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. (a) Top left: 2D triangular grid with obstacles, (b) top right: 2D square (octile) grid
with obstacles, (c) bottom left: 2D hexagonal grid with obstacles, (d) bottom right: 3D cubic grid
without obstacles.

1. 2D triangular grid: These grids are the least popular when it comes to pathfinding
in games. As compared to hexagonal and octile grids, their usage is less, but these
grids have some desirable properties. Here, the smallest unit is an equilateral triangle
connected using one side and vertices. Figure 3a shows a 2D triangular grid with
three obstacles. The gray triangles represent the border area of the grid whereas the
blue triangles are the ones with no obstacles present. The area covered with black
triangles shows the region covered by the yellow obstacles.

2. 2D square (octile) grid: These are the most widely used grids to represent graphs in
the gaming industry particularly for pathfinding as well as in the field of robotics.
This grid system is the most researched system for pathfinding as several pathfinding
Algorithms have been proposed and tested using this grid system. Figure 3b shows
a 2D octile grid with three obstacles. The gray squares represent the border area of
the grid whereas the blue squares are the ones with no obstacles present. The area
covered with black squares shows the region covered by the red obstacles.

3. 2D hexagonal grid: Some of the properties of these grids are similar to the 2D square
grids. The graphs formed using this grid system requires less search time and memory
complexities as compared to those formed from the octile system. Figure 3c shows a
2D hexagonal grid with three obstacles. The gray hexagons represent the border area
of the grid whereas the blue hexagons are the ones with no obstacles present. The area
covered with black hexagons shows the region covered by the green obstacles [17].

4. 3D cubic grid: Apart from the other grid systems which used the 2D environment, the
3D Cubic grid shown in Figure 3d is based on a continuous 3-dimensional environ-
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ment. Not much study has been done on this grid system for pathfinding, but it can
be applied in other fields such as image processing and computer graphics [18].

2.1.2. Irregular Grids

Irregular grids are not formed from the smallest unit shape unlike the regular grids.
On the basis of its pattern, it is classified into waypoints, visibility graphs, and mesh
navigation as shown in Figure 4. They also have a number of applications in the fields of
pathfinding and robotics. They are of three types, as follows.
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1. Waypoints: Waypoints have a number of applications mainly in robotics as well as
pathfinding. As the name suggests, waypoints are navigation guides or markers that
direct the Algorithm to move in a particular direction of shortest path.

2. Visibility graphs: In the fields of computational geometry and graph theory, visibility
graphs are fundamental structures. They have applications in several other fields and
in recent times have been applied to Euclidean distance calculations for shortest paths
when obstacles are present [17].

3. Mesh navigation: A mesh can be formed from different shapes, commonly triangles
and other polygons. Mesh graphs are somewhat identical to the visibility graphs in
terms of looks. However, the complexity of visibility graphs is greater than the mesh
graphs. Most of the applications of this graph are present in games [18].

The different types and its categories of grid along with its smallest unit such as
equilateral triangle, square, regular hexagon, cube, navigation marker, graph node, and
edge and its applications are detailed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Grid classification based on grid type, grid dimension, smallest unit, and applications.

Grid Grid Type Grid
Dimension Smallest Unit Applications Ref. Year

Triangular Regular 2D Equilateral
Triangle

Computer Graphics,
Image Processing [18] 2015

Square Regular 2D Square Video Games, Robotics [5,9] 2013, 2015

Hexagonal Regular 2D Regular
Hexagon Video Games, Robotics [17,18] 2015, 2018

Cubic Regular 3D Cube
Computer Graphics,

Image Processing,
Robotics

[18] 2015

Waypoint Irregular - Navigation
Marker Video Games, Robotics [9,17] 2015, 2018

Visibility Graph Irregular - Graph Node Games, Computational
Geometry [5,18] 2013, 2015

Mesh Navigation Irregular - Edge Video Games [18,19] 2016, 2015

3. Existing Pathfinding Techniques

Graph pathfinding Algorithms were created with the goal of discovering the shortest
path between two vertices for a connected graph. The main objective of these Algorithms
was to only get the least distance within a graph without taking into consideration the
performance optimization to reduce execution time and avoid obstacles. These Algorithms
were mostly used in networking fields, particularly for developing routing protocols.

3.1. Uninformed Search Algorithms

None of the Algorithms present in this category possess any extra information related
to the destination node apart from the one provided though problem definition. All the
Algorithms present in this category work on the concept of blind search, i.e., they try to
reach the goal using brute force by not knowing anything about the search space.

3.1.1. Breadth First Search Algorithm (BFS)

BFS was first published in 1959 by Edward Moore and is one of the fundamental
Algorithms used in games for pathfinding [20]. A popular use of this Algorithm is to find
the shortest path in a grid or a maze [21]. Some of the real-world uses of this Algorithm
include GPS tracking, analysis in networks and graphs, and search engines [22]. In BFS, the
cells are visited one at a time. Therefore, the cells which are only a single step away from
the start cell are visited first, then again, all cells which are two steps away from the start
cell are visited, and this continues until all cells are visited [23]. Through BFS, we can find
the shortest path from start cell to end cell with minimum number of steps traversed as
shown in Figure 5. The main advantage this Algorithm has is that the solution will always
be found, no matter the type of problem. If there are multiple solutions, all the solutions
will be found by the BFS Algorithm and the minimum cost solution will be selected from
all these solutions by the Algorithm. The disadvantage this Algorithm has is its relation
to memory usage. All the nodes are stored in the tree by this Algorithm and every node
will be tested on level ‘n’ to get a solution to level ‘n + 1’ [24]. The time T(n) and space S(n)
complexity of the search Algorithm is given in Equations (1) and (2) where s refers to the
depth of shallowest solution and ni refers to the number of nodes in level ‘i’.

T(n) = 1 + n2 + n3 + . . . . . . + ns = O(ns) (1)

S(n) = O(ns) (2)
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In Figure 5, the BFS Algorithm will traverse the vertices in breadth-wise fashion from
the top node in the graph. First, vertex 1 will be visited since it is at the top and put in
queue. Next, the child nodes of vertex 1, which are vertices 2 and 3, will be visited as
marked in red and put in the queue. The Algorithm 1 will then visit vertex 4 since there are
no child nodes in vertex 3 and finally vertex 5.

Algorithm 1 Breadth First Search Algorithm.

Input: Set of all vertices.
Output: Search Path sequence vertices S_BFS[]

Step 1: Set s as the source vertex, Stack, BF[] = Ø and S_BFS[] = Ø
where S_BFS[] is an array having all the visited vertices and BF[] is a queue to store the vertices for processing
Step 2: Push the vertex s in Queue BF[]
Step 3: Until BF[] is empty, iterate the steps 4 to 7
Step 4: q = Pop BF[]
Step 5: Mark the vertex q as visited and place it in the array S_BFS[]
Step 6: If q is the goal, then finish the searching process
Step 7: Else push one adjacent vertex of q in BF[]
Step 8: Repeat steps 3 to 6 until all the vertices are in S_BFS[]

3.1.2. Depth First Search Algorithm (DFS)

This search strategy explores the deepest node first, then backtracks to explore other
nodes. It uses LIFO (Last In First Out) order, which is based on the stack, in order to expand
the unexpanded nodes in the search tree. The search proceeds to the deepest level of the
tree where it has no successors. This search expands nodes till infinity, i.e., the depth of
the tree [25]. One of the few advantages of this Algorithm is that much less memory is
required since only the path from root to current node has to be kept inside the stack. As
compared to BFS it requires less time in order to reach its destination as shown in Figure 6.
One disadvantage is that not all solutions will be found in case of multiple solutions unlike
the BFS Algorithm. In addition, as the Algorithm traverses in depth-wise fashion, there is
a possibility of an infinite loop. If the nodes that are visited in DFS are not marked while
traversing, the same nodes will be visited more than once, thereby ending up in an infinite
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loop. The time T(n) and space S(n) complexity is given in Equations (3) and (4) where d
refers to the depth of the search tree and ni refers to number of nodes in level i.

T(n) = 1 + n2 + n3 + . . . . . . + nd = O(nd) (3)

S(n) = O(n × d) (4)
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In Figure 6, the DFS Algorithm will traverse the vertices in depth-wise fashion from
the top node in the graph. First, vertex 1 will be visited since it is at the top and put in stack.
Next, the first child node of vertex 1, which is vertex 2 will be visited as marked in red and
put in stack respectively. The Algorithm will then visit vertex 4 since the left most node is
visited first in DFS. Then, vertex 5 will be visited which is the remaining node of vertex
2. Finally, vertex 3 will be visited, since it is the remaining node of vertex 1. The path is
returned once all vertex elements are popped out of the stack.

3.1.3. Dijkstra’s Algorithm

First introduced in 1956 by Edsger Dijkstra and published three years later, this
conventional Algorithm is used to find the shortest distance between start node and end
node in a graph [26]. It is used in a variety of applications such as digital mapping services
such as Google Maps, telephone networks, IP routing for finding Open Shortest Path First,
robotics, designate file server, etc. [27]. It was also used in traffic information systems in
order to track source and destinations from another specific source and destinations [28].
This Algorithm was preferred earlier in video games for finding the optimum path until
the A-star Algorithm which could find the solution more quickly [29]. There is no heuristic
function used in this Algorithm, but it is extended to the A-star Algorithm by making use
of the heuristic function [30]. This Algorithm requires a lot of memory usage as all nodes
are expanded in order to find the destination node unlike the case of A-star which improves
its functionality [31]. One of the drawbacks of this Algorithm is that it cannot be used for
negative value costs, thereby leading to acyclic graphs and therefore the correct shortest
path cannot be found [32,33]. For each node in a graph, a label is assigned which is used to
determine the minimal length from the start point to all the other nodes of the graph [34].
After each step, the value of the label of the graph nodes decreases; that is, the Algorithm
runs sequentially [35].
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For Dijkstra’s Algorithm, G(n) which is the cost required to move from start node
to present node ‘n’, and heuristic value H(n), which is the acceptable cost to move from
present node to target node, are assigned to 0 for Dijkstra’s Algorithm 2. It cannot be
overestimated and is given in Equation (5). The total cost required to reach the target
node is:

F(n) = H(n) + G(n) (5)

therefore, resulting in F(n) = G(n).
In Figure 7, the start vertex is taken as A. Vertices D and B are connected to vertex A

but minimum distance is from vertex D which is 1. From vertex D, B and E are connected
but total distance from A to D to E is 2 which is less than from A to D to B which is 3.
Therefore, vertex E is visited. From E, only B or C can be chosen since D is already visited,
but total distance from A to D to E to C is 7 which is less than one from A to D to E to B to
C which is 9. Therefore, the shortest path will be A to D to E to C with minimum cost of 7.

Algorithm 2 Dijkstra’s Algorithm.

Input: Set of all vertices.
Output: Search Path sequence vertices S_DJK[]

Step 1: Set d[s] = 0, S_DJK[] = φØ, where s is the source vertex and S_DJK[] is an array having all the visited vertices
Step 2: For all vertices v except s, set d[v]= ∞

Step 3: Find q not in S_DJK[] such that d[q] is minimum
Step 4: Add q to S_DJK[], such that S_DJK[] has now been visited
Step 5: Update d[r] = min(dist[r], dist[q] + cost[q][r]), for all r adjacent to q such that r is not in S_DJK[]
Step 6: Repeat Steps 3 to 5 until all the nodes are in S_DJK[]
Step 7: Retrieve the array S_DJK[], having shortest path from the source vertex s to all other vertices
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3.2. Informed Search or Heuristic Approach Algorithms

Heuristic Algorithms are basically optimized techniques that are used to find the
solution to a particular problem more speedily and efficiently as compared to the basic
conventional Algorithms [36]. Time is the main focus of these Algorithms. Parameters
such as accuracy and cost may be compromised in order to find the solution in the least
time [37]. These Algorithms basically make use of a heuristic function which is used to
predict the closeness of the final destination with respect to the current position [38]. A
heuristic function helps in reducing the memory usage by searching for only the promising
node and leaving all other nodes that are not required [39]. The way a heuristic function
works is that it computes the cost from a specific node to destination node and if this cost
is close to the actual cost value, then that node is selected for further expansion while
others are not expanded [40]. This heuristic functionality helps in improving the speed and
efficiency of finding the path [41]. While using a heuristic approach, when the actual cost is
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a bit overestimated, the most promising and optimal path is found by the Algorithm in less
time [42].

3.2.1. A-Star Algorithm

This is one of the most famous Algorithms used in the gaming industry due to its
simplicity [43]. Published in 1986 by Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael, the main objective of this
Algorithm is to search for the most efficient solution from start node to the end node [44].
Video games belonging to various categories, such as racing, real-time strategy, RPG (role-
playing game), etc., generally make use of this Algorithm due to its accuracy and high
efficiency [45]. This Algorithm is an advanced version of Dijkstra’s Algorithm since it
makes use of the heuristic function to predict the shortest path [46]. In the case of Dijkstra’s
Algorithm, the value of the heuristic function is zero thereby providing an assurance of
finding the shortest route [47]. The Algorithm basically makes use of three parameters to
determine the best possible route to reach the destination where G(n) is the cost required
to move from start node to present node ‘n’ and H(n) is the heuristic value which is the
acceptable cost to move from present node to target node. It cannot be overestimated. The
cost required to reach the target node is given in Equation (6).

F(n) = H(n) + G(n) (6)

Figure 8 shows a sample grid in which A* Algorithm 3 avoids the obstacles and
reached the destination (marked in red) in the shortest possible path from the source
(marked in blue). The Algorithm first begins at (8,8) and reaches (4,2). Next, it chooses (3,3)
instead of (4,3) since it is shorter. Similarly, at (3,3) it takes (2,2) instead of (2,3) and finally
reaches the destination of (1,1).
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Algorithm 3 A* Algorithm.

Input: Set of all vertices.
Output: Search Path sequence vertices S_ASR[]

Step 1: Set d[s] = 0, S_ASR[] = φ, where s is the source vertex and S_ASR[] is an array having all the visited
vertices
Step 2: For all vertices v except s, set d[v] = ∞

Step 3: Find q not in S_ASR[] such that d[q] is minimum; where d[q] is determined by cost function f(q) as
follows:
f(q) = g(q) + h(q), for all q adjacent to s
where g(q) is the actual cost from node q to the initial node, and h(q) is the cost of the optimal path from the target
node to q.
Step 4: If vertex q is a goal point, return success and exit.
Step 5: If any adjacent vertices of q is the goal point, then return success & retrieve the arrived shortest path
Step 6: Repeat Steps 3 to 5 until all the vertices are in S_ASR

3.2.2. Greedy Best First Algorithm

The Greedy Best First Search is another popular heuristic Algorithm that always has
a track of a border in order to find the goal node. As the name suggests, the Algorithm 4
will always try to pick the best track at that particular moment. This Algorithm makes use
of the concepts of both breadth first search and depth first search Algorithms in order to
achieve more efficiency [48]. Using this concept, the most promising node can be chosen.
The node which is nearest to the destination node can then be expanded and an estimate
cost is made using the heuristic function [49]. For Greedy Best First Search: G(n) = 0 and the
total cost required to reach the target node is: F(n) = H(n) + G(n) resulting in F(n) = H(n).
Considering the Search Path Sequence vertices to be S_GBF[], the Algorithm is same as
above A* Algorithm with g(q) = 0.

Algorithm 4 Greedy Best First Search Algorithm.

Step 1: Place the starting node into the OPEN list.
Step 2: If the OPEN list is empty, Stop and return failure.
Step 3: Remove the node n, from the OPEN list which has the lowest value of h(n), and places it in the CLOSED
list
Step 4: Expand the node n, and generate the successors of node n.
Step 5: Check each successor of node n, and find whether any node is a goal node or not. If any successor node
is goal node, then return success and terminate the search, else proceed to Step 6.
Step 6: For each successor node, Algorithm checks for evaluation function f(n), and then check if the node has
Been in either OPEN or CLOSED list. If the node has not been in both list, then add it to the OPEN list.
Step 7: Return to Step 2

3.2.3. D-Star Lite Algorithm (Dynamic A*)

Found in 1994 by Anthony Stenz, the D* or “Dynamic A*” Algorithm is an incremental
heuristic search Algorithm that can be used for finding the shortest path in situations where
the environment maybe unknown or partially unknown. Earlier, most of the pathfinding
Algorithms were developed in ways where the environment model was considered to be
accurate and complete [50]. However, in the real world, there exists many situations where
the environment would change suddenly without any warnings or there exists information
which may be incomplete or even non-existent [51].

Machines which are automated that have the ability to operate in unknown or partially
unknown environment, for example, planetary exploration robot or character in video
games, require a method that has the capability of fast and efficient re-planning helping
them to move more intelligently in a time of critical situations or difficult terrains [52].
Similar to the A* Algorithm, the D* Algorithm 5 creates a list of nodes for evaluation termed
“OPEN list”. There are several different states of nodes such as NEW, RAISE, LOWER,
OPEN, and CLOSED [53]. The NEW state refers to the fact that the current node was never
kept in the open list. OPEN state means that the node is in the open list [54]. The CLOSED
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state means it is no longer kept in the open list [55]. The RAISE state refers to the fact that
the cost of the node was higher than the previous time it was kept on the open list [56].
Similarly, LOWER state means that the cost of the node was lower than the previous time it
was kept on the open list [57].

Algorithm 5 D* Algorithm.

Input: Set of all vertices.
Output: Search Path sequence vertices S_DSR[]

Step 1: Set d[s] = 0, S_DSR[] = φ, where s is the source vertex and S_DSR is an array having all the visited vertices
Step 2: For all vertices v except s, set d[v] = ∞

Step 3: Find q not in S_DSR such that d[q] is minimum; where d[q] is determined by function f(q) as follows:

f (q) =


0

minq′∈Pred(q)(g(q′) + c(q′, q))
i f q = s

otherwise

where f(q) determines the next move based on the g-values.
Step 4: Check if its g-value is equal to its f(q) value then it is locally consistent, otherwise it is locally inconsistent.
Step 5: The g-values of all vertices are equal to their start distances⇐⇒ all vertices are locally consistent
Step 6: To estimate the distance to the goal, heuristic function, h(q,q_goal) is computed.
The heuristic estimate h(q,q_goal) of the distance between vertices q and q_goal must satisfy

h
(

q, qgoal

){ = 0
≤ c(q, q′) + h()

i f q = qgoal
otherwise

for all vertices q ∈ Q and qˆ’ ∈ Succ(q)
Step 7: Repeat Steps 3 to 6 until all the vertices are in S_DSR

3.2.4. Hierarchical Pathfinding A* (HPA*)

HPA* was first designed in 2004 by Adi Botea and his colleagues [58]. The Algorithm
makes use of the concept of divide and conquer approach in order to reduce the memory
usage and complexity [59]. The search problem is divided into multiple smaller prob-
lems [60] using the principle of HPA* and the results are cached for every path segment [61].
When the Algorithm is executed, the game level is broken down into grids having the
same size [62]. Each element of the grid is inspected in order to check whether the closest
neighboring element can be fitted with the current element [63]. The second stage involves
splitting the entire grid into grid elements of smaller size [64]. The Abstract Problem Graph
is then formed and while declaring the two elements through which the edge is connected,
the transition is made [65]. Different or same grid may contain these elements [66]. In the
abstract graph, the location of source and the destination is added [3]. The A-star Algorithm
is used to find the shortest path from source to destination element [67]. In this way, the
HPA* Algorithm divides the main problem into many small problems [68] and solves them
separately thereby reducing memory and increasing the speed [69].

3.2.5. Jump Point Search Algorithm (JPS)

The Algorithm expands by choosing (pruning) certain nodes in the grid map (called
Jump Points) while the intermediate nodes are not expanded (skipping the exploration
of a lot of nodes). The technique used by JPS is based on avoiding useless searches of
symmetrical paths that A* searches, saving lots of time with the same memory load. Moving
from a Jump Point to another is done by travelling in a concrete direction while recursively
applying two neighbor pruning rules (one for horizontal and vertical steps and the other
for diagonal ones) until reaching a dead-end, a non-walkable area, or the next Jump Point.
To keep going with JPS, it is important to understand the concept of “pruning”, which is
the elimination of nodes to expand. That is to say the way in which the Algorithm decides
which nodes to explore. After the pruning of nodes, the ones that remain in the tree are
called “natural neighbors”, which are the only ones that we want to consider. However,
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sometimes we need to consider one or two nodes that are not natural. Those are called
“forced neighbors” [70]. In Jump Point Search, our objective is to avoid symmetric paths by
“jumping” all nodes that can be optimally reached by a path that does not visit the current
node. This means that we chose a Jump Point if the optimal path must, obligatorily, pass
through that node. Once it has reached an obstacle or another Jump Point, the recursion
stops. So, a Jump Point y with a neighbor z will be a successor of a Jump Point x only if to
reach z we need to visit x and y. To make it real, we need to consider two pruning rules,
one for straight moves (horizontal and vertical) and another one for diagonal moves.

In Figure 9 (Left), from a Jump Point x (with parent p(x)), we recursively go straight
until y and set it as a successor Jump Point of x because z cannot be reached (optimally) if
we do not pass through x and y. The nodes in the middle are not evaluated or explored.
In Figure 9 (Right), from a Jump Point x (with parent p(x)), we recursively go diagonally
until y and set it as an x Jump Point Successor (the same than left). In this case, after each
diagonal step, we do a straight recursion (marked with discontinue lines) and only if the
two straight recursions fail, we keep going diagonally [71]. Also in the image, the node w
is shown, which is a forced neighbor of x because of being in a place in which, to reach it
optimally from the coming direction (p(x)), we need to pass through x [72].
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Figure 9. Left: from a jump point x (with parent p(x)), the Algorithm recursively goes straight until
y and sets it as a successor jump point of x. Right: from a Jump Point x (with parent p(x)), the
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The heuristic function, time, and space complexities of pathfinding Algorithms are
detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Heuristic function, time and space complexities of pathfinding Algorithms.

Sr. No Algorithm Heuristic Function H(n) Time Complexity T(n) Space Complexity S(n)

1. BFS - T(n) = 1 + n2 + n3 + . . . . . . + ns = O(ns) S(n) = O(ns)

2. DFS - T(n) = 1 + n2 + n3 + . . . . . . + nd = O(nd) S(n) = O(n*d)

3. Dijkstra’s H(n) = 0
F(n) = G(n) T(n) = O(N2) -

4. A-star F(n) = H(n) + G(n) T(n) = O(bd) S(n) = O(bd)

5. Greedy Best First G(n) = 0
F(n) = H(n) T(n) = O(bm) S(n) = O(bm)

3.3. Metaheuristic Approach Algorithms

The word metaheuristic come from two words, meta and heuristic. Meta means
“beyond” and heuristic means “to discover”. Meta-heuristics are problem-independent
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techniques. Unlike the heuristic Algorithms, they do not take advantage of any specificity
of the problem. In general, they are not greedy. In fact, they may even accept a temporary
deterioration of the solution (example, the simulated-annealing technique), which allows
them to explore more thoroughly the solution space and thus to hopefully get a better
solution (that sometimes will coincide with the global optimum) [73]. Their main objective
is to make use of the search space as much as possible to discover a nearly good solution to
an optimization problem. Unlike the heuristic Algorithms, they are much better in terms of
performance and do not focus on a particular problem [74].

3.3.1. Genetic Algorithm (GA)

This is a very popular Algorithm belonging to the metaheuristic category of Algo-
rithms based on the concept of natural selection. Introduced first in 1960 by John Holland,
the Algorithm has numerous applications in the fields of climatology for monitoring
changes in global temperatures, neural networks, robotics, natural language processing,
etc. In the world of video games, this Algorithm is used for finding the route with least
cost. The search space for this Algorithm is termed as population [75]. In this population,
there are several elements called chromosomes. From this population, the Algorithm
generates randomly a set of chromosomes or a suitable set of solutions called the initial
solution. Every element of this initial solution is inspected by a function that decides which
acceptable set of chromosomes will remain until the end. This function is termed as the
fitness function. The larger the value of this function, the greater the chances of survival of
the move towards the next generation [76]. Figure 10 shows the six different steps involved
in the Algorithm.
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1. Initial Population: The Algorithm begins with a set of individuals called a Population.
Each individual is a solution to the problem you want to solve. An individual is
characterized by a set of parameters (variables) known as Genes. Genes are joined
into a string to form a Chromosome (solution). In a genetic Algorithm, the set of
genes of an individual is represented using a string, in terms of an alphabet. Usually,
binary values are used (string of 1 s and 0 s). We say that we encode the genes
in a chromosome. The distinction between a gene, chromosome and population is
represented in Figure 11 [77].
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2. Fitness Function: The fitness function determines how fit an individual is (the ability
of an individual to compete with other individuals). It gives a fitness score to each
individual. The probability that an individual will be selected for reproduction is
based on its fitness score.

3. Selection: The idea of selection phase is to select the fittest individuals and let them
pass their genes to the next generation. Two pairs of individuals (parents) are selected
based on their fitness scores. Individuals with high fitness have more chance to be
selected for reproduction.

4. Crossover: Crossover is the most significant phase in a genetic Algorithm. For each
pair of parents to be mated, a crossover point is chosen at random from within the
genes. Offspring are created by exchanging the genes of parents among themselves
until the crossover point is reached. The new offspring are added to the population as
shown in Figure 12 [78].

5. Mutation: In certain new offspring formed, some of their genes can be subjected to a
mutation with a low random probability. This implies that some of the bits in the bit
string can be flipped. Mutation occurs to maintain diversity within the population
and prevent premature convergence. The Algorithm terminates if the population
has converged (does not produce offspring which are significantly different from the
previous generation). Then, it is said that the genetic Algorithm has provided a set of
solutions to our problem as shown in Figure 13 [79].
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3.3.2. Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)

Ant Colony Optimization was first introduced in 1992 by Marco Dorigo [80]. As the
name suggests, this Algorithm is based on the way of communication between ants in a
colony [81]. These colony ants make use of chemical signals called pheromones, helping
them to communicate trails from their nest to a food source [82].

Figure 14 represents the general flowchart for ACO. In the first stage, the trail of
pheromone is initialized. The second stage involves iteration in which, through probabilistic
state transition rule, a complete solution is constructed by every ant to the problem [83].
The pheromone state determines the state transition rule. Once a solution is generated by
the ants, another rule of global pheromone is applied. It involves two phases:

1. Evaporation phase wherein a pheromone fraction is evaporated.
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2. Reinforcement phase wherein an amount of pheromone is deposited by every ant
which is proportional to the fitness of solution. The process is repeated until halting
criteria is achieved.
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Even if we place obstacles across their path, the pheromone will help them in dis-
covering a minimum cost path which takes less time. Similarly, based on this concept of
natural behavior, this popular Algorithm can be applied for pathfinding applications in
video games [84].

4. Proposed Algorithm

This paper analyzes the performances of different pathfinding Algorithms so that
game developers can make a suitable choice from these Algorithms for development of
games involving pathfinding. The Algorithms have been appropriately classified based
on different parameters and graphical representations so that a clear distinction is made
among the Algorithms in terms of performance. Currently, in video games, various types
of pathfinding Algorithms are used to reach from the source to destination. Some of these
Algorithms are designed to avoid stationary obstacles or enemies along the path whereas
some Algorithms are developed specifically for dynamic obstacles while some are for both.

However, we do not know how these Algorithms might perform in terms of hardware
usage or speed or even finding the shortest path given different environmental scenar-
ios. The proposed work involved the formation of grids of various sizes, 4 × 4, 8 × 8,
16 × 16, and 32 × 32. The grids were generated with and without obstacles identifying
the performance of the Algorithms in different scenarios. The number of iterations to be
executed is initialized as ‘k’. Fixing the cell to start the computation is performed based on
the player’s preference. The next cell movement is computed for each Algorithm; Dijkstra’s
Algorithm 6 Dij, A-star A∗ , Breadth First Search BFS, and Greedy Best First GBF. Compute
each and every visited cell for each Algorithm to compute the best move to determine the
shortest path length for the game played. The shortest path length L and execution time t
show that GRIN_PF outperforms the existing path finding approaches.
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Algorithm 6 Proposed GRIN_PF.

Input: Grid Gi where i ∈ 4× 4, 8× 8, 16× 16, 32× 32. Number of iterations k.
Output: Shortest Path Length L, Visited Blocks V, Execution Time t.

Step 1: Formation of regular Grid of equal size cell with obstacles Gio and without obstacles Gino
Step 2: Initialize the iteration count c = 0
Step 3: Based on the position of the player the starting cell can be fixed.
Step 4: Identify the next move using Algorithm

(a) Breadth First Search BFS = S_BFS
(b) Dijkstra’s Algorithm Dij = S_DJK
(c) A-star A∗ = S_ASR
(d) Greedy Best First GBF = S_GBF

Step 5: Compute the visited block Vj where j ∈ BFS, Dij, A∗, GBF
Step 6: c = c + 1
Step7: Repeat the steps for the given Iteration k, Go to Step 3.
Step 8: Compute the best move for each Algorithm.
Step 9: Determine the Shortest Path Length Lz where z ∈ BFS, Dij, A∗, GBF
Step 10: Execution time tz where z ∈ Dij, A∗, BFS, GBF

5. Performance Comparison of Some Heuristic Pathfinding Algorithms

Tables 3 and 4 show the performance analysis of implemented heuristic pathfinding
Algorithms without and with obstacles respectively. The parameters taken were grid size,
total iteration blocks, total computed blocks without shortest path length, execution time
in milliseconds, and shortest path length. Grid size is the size of the grid environment
used for implementing the Algorithm. The Algorithms are implemented on 4 × 4, 8 × 8,
16 × 16, and 32 × 32 grid systems. Total iteration blocks refer to the total number of blocks
the Algorithm has traversed in order to reach destination node. Total computed blocks
without SPL refers to the total blocks traversed by Algorithm excluding the shortest path
length blocks. Execution time is the time required by Algorithm to reach the goal node
from start node. It is measured in milliseconds. Finally, the shortest path length is the
minimum number of blocks taken by the Algorithm to reach the destination node.

Table 3. Performance analysis of pathfinding Algorithms without obstacles.

Grid Size Grid Model Algorithm Total Iterations
(Blocks)

Total Computed
Blocks without SPL

Execution
Time (ms)

Shortest Path
Length (Blocks)

4 × 4
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Table 3. Cont.

Grid Size Grid Model Algorithm Total Iterations
(Blocks)

Total Computed
Blocks without SPL

Execution
Time (ms)

Shortest Path
Length (Blocks)
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Table 3. Cont.

Grid Size Grid Model Algorithm Total Iterations
(Blocks)

Total Computed
Blocks without SPL

Execution
Time (ms)

Shortest Path
Length (Blocks)

32 × 32
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Table 4. Cont.

Grid Size Grid Model Algorithm Total Iterations
(Blocks)

Total Computed
Blocks without SPL

Execution
Time (ms)

Shortest Path
Length (Blocks)
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6. Graphical Representation of Implemented Pathfinding Algorithms

Figure 15 shows a graph that compares the performances of the four implemented
Algorithms without taking the obstacles into consideration. The execution time is taken as
a parameter for comparing the performances of the Algorithms. The x-axis represents the
Algorithm names and the y-axis depicts the execution time in milliseconds. The Algorithms
compared are Dijkstra’s, A-star, BFS, and Greedy Best First Search.

The 4 × 4 grid system without obstacles shows that the execution time for Dijkstra’s is
39.7 ms, for A-star is 27.95 ms, for BFS is 33.76 ms, and Greedy BFS is 14.38 ms. From this,
we can see that in the case of the 4 × 4 system, the Greedy BFS Algorithm performed the
best among all Algorithms. The worst performing was Dijkstra’s. A-star was the second
best and BFS was third best in performance.

For the 8 × 8 grid system without obstacles, it is shown that the execution time for
Dijkstra’s is 177.08 ms, for A-star is 140.5 ms, for BFS is 164.49 ms, and Greedy BFS is 36.01
ms. From this, we can see that in case of the 8 × 8 system, the Greedy BFS Algorithm again
performed the best among all Algorithms. Once again, Dijkstra’s Algorithm performed the
worst. A-star was the second best and BFS was third best in performance. In addition, the
performance of BFS and Dijkstra’s was almost similar for the 8 × 8 system as there was
very little difference in execution times.

The 16 × 16 grid system without obstacles shows that the execution time for Dijkstra’s
is 899.27 ms, for A-star is 787.43 ms, for BFS is 868.56 ms, and Greedy BFS is 97.9 ms. From
this, we can see that in the case of the 16 × 16 system, the Greedy BFS Algorithm again
performed the best among all Algorithms. Once again, Dijkstra’s Algorithm performed
the worst. A-star was the second best and BFS was third best in performance. Moreover,
the performance of BFS and Dijkstra’s was again almost similar for the 16 × 16 system as
there was very less difference in execution times. In this system, the A-star Algorithm’s
performance was also close to Dijkstra’s and BFS.
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Figure 15. Graphical representation of pathfinding Algorithms without obstacles.

The 32 × 32 grid system without obstacles concludes that the execution time for
Dijkstra’s is 7500.14 ms, for A-star is 6757.75 ms, for BFS is 7449.17 ms, and Greedy BFS
is 346.6 ms. From this, we can see that in the case of the 32 × 32 system, the Greedy
BFS Algorithm again performed the best among all Algorithms. Once again, Dijkstra’s
Algorithm performed the worst. A-star was the second best and BFS was third best in
performance again. Moreover, the performance of BFS and Dijkstra’s was again almost
similar for 32 × 32 system as there was very little difference in execution times. In this
system, the A-star Algorithm’s performance was also close to Dijkstra’s and BFS again.

From the above graph, we can conclude that the best pathfinding Algorithm for
without obstacles, which required the least memory and least execution time, was Greedy
Best First Search. However, this Algorithm is not optimal. The worst Algorithm for
without obstacles requiring most memory usage was Dijkstra’s Algorithm. The second-best
Algorithm was found to be A-star, followed by Breadth First Search. In addition, it can be
seen that as the grid size increases, the difference in the execution times of Greedy BFS and
others increases significantly.

Figure 16 shows a graph that compares the performances of the four implemented
Algorithms by taking the obstacles into consideration. The 4 × 4 grid system with obstacles
shows that the execution time for Dijkstra’s is 15.17 ms, for A-star is 12.92 ms, for BFS is
13.9 ms, and Greedy BFS is 14.25 ms. From this, we can see that in the 4 × 4 system alone
with obstacles, the A-star Algorithm performed the best among all Algorithms. The worst
performing was Dijkstra’s. BFS was the second best and Greedy BFS was third best in
performance. Only for the 4 × 4 system, the performances of all Algorithms were very
similar since execution time differences were small.
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The 8 × 8 grid system with obstacles shows that the execution time for Dijkstra’s is
102.6 ms, for A-star is 91.35 ms, for BFS is 120.54 ms, and Greedy BFS is 40.19 ms. From
this, we can see that in the 8 × 8 system alone with obstacles, the BFS Algorithm was the
worst in terms of performance. The Greedy BFS Algorithm performed the best among all
Algorithms. A-star was the second best and Dijkstra’s was third best in performance. In
addition, the performance of A-star and Dijkstra’s was almost similar for 8 × 8 system as
there was very little difference in execution times.

The 16 × 16 grid system with obstacles shows that the execution time for Dijkstra’s is
743.47 ms, for A-star is 512.45 ms, for BFS is 663.76 ms, and Greedy BFS is 298.61 ms. From
this, we can see that for the 16 × 16 system, the Greedy BFS Algorithm again performed
the best among all Algorithms. Dijkstra’s Algorithm performed the worst. A-star was the
second best and BFS was third best in performance.

The 32 × 32 grid system with obstacles shows that the execution time for Dijkstra’s is
5678.25 ms, for A-star is 3975.34 ms, for BFS is 5316.65 ms, and Greedy BFS is 1396.73 ms.
From this, we can see that in the 32× 32 system, the Greedy BFS Algorithm again performed
the best among all Algorithms. Once again, Dijkstra’s Algorithm performed the worst.
A-star was the second best and BFS was third best in performance again. It can be seen
that as the grid size increases, the difference in the execution times of Greedy BFS and
others increases significantly. Furthermore, the performance of BFS and Dijkstra’s was
again almost similar for the 32 × 32 system as there was very little difference in execution
times. In this system, the A-star Algorithm’s performance was also close to Dijkstra’s and
BFS again.

From Figure 16, we can conclude that on average, the overall fastest pathfinding
Algorithm for with obstacles, which required the least average memory and least average
execution time, was Greedy Best First Search. However, the Greedy Best First is not optimal.
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The worst Algorithm on average for without obstacles requiring most memory usage was
Dijkstra’s Algorithm. The second-best Algorithm was found to be A-star, followed by
Breadth First Search. Moreover, it can be seen that as the grid size increases, the difference
in the execution times of Greedy BFS and others increases significantly. Pre-processing is
one of the main problems in pathfinding, thereby making complex pathfinding in real-time
difficult [85]. Most of the pathfinding engines are unable to handle worlds in dynamic
environments and have difficulty in producing movements which look realistic [86]. The
main reason this happens is because of the pre-processing stages where the nodes for
the pathfinder are produced to travel based on the representation of maps in a static
environment. However, if a node is covered along the predetermined path by a dynamic
obstacle, the agent will think it can walk where the object is located [87,88]. The second
problem encountered is when an agent goes along the nodes in a path along a straight line,
unrealistic movement occurs [89]. This is mainly due to the fact that there is some trade-off
between the speed and realistic movement. This problem is being improved in different
games through the application of splines in between different nodes in order to smooth out
the path [90,91].

7. Summary of Pathfinding Algorithms

Table 5 represents the final summary of the Algorithms. Two Algorithms are taken
and compared in each row. The category of Algorithm, execution time, memory usage as
well as the final statement about which Algorithm is better, has been mentioned.

Table 5. Final summary of pathfinding Algorithms.

Compared
Algorithms Algorithm Category Execution Time Memory Usage Implemented Author Year Better Algorithm

1. BFS
2. DFS

1. Uninformed
2. Uninformed

1 > 2
(if DFS traverses

in right path)
1 < 2

(if DFS runs in
infinite loop)

BFS requires more
memory than DFS

1. Yes
2. No [90] 2019

Guarantees optimal
solution, more

memory
required—BFS

Does not guarantee
optimal solution, less

memory
required—DFS

1. Dijkstra’s
2. BFS

1. Uninformed
2. Uninformed 1 < 2

BFS requires more
memory than

Dijkstra’s

1. Yes
2. Yes [92] 2015 Dijkstra’s

1. Dijkstra’s
2. A*

1. Uninformed
2. Informed 1 > 2

Dijkstra’s requires
more memory than

A*

1. Yes
2. Yes [4,6] 2015, 2016 A*

1. A*
2. Greedy

Best First

1. Informed
2. Informed 1 > 2

A* requires more
memory than Greedy

Best First

1. Yes
2. Yes [92] 2015

A*
(since Greedy Best
First is not optimal)

1. A*
2. D* Lite

1. Informed
2. Informed

1 < 2
(Restricted

environment)
1 > 2

(Open
environment)

D* Lite requires less
memory in restricted

environment and
more memory in

open environment
than A*

1. Yes
2. Yes [93] 2009

Restricted
environment—D* Lite

Open
environment—A*

1. A*
2. HPA*

1. Informed
2. Informed 1 > 2 A* requires more

memory than HPA*
1. Yes
2. No [4,92] 2015, 2015 HPA*

1. JPS
2. A*

1. Informed
2. Informed 1 < 2 A* requires more

memory than JPS
1. No
2. Yes [92] 2015 JPS
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Table 5. Cont.

Compared
Algorithms Algorithm Category Execution Time Memory Usage Implemented Author Year Better Algorithm

1. HPA*
2. JPS

1. Informed
2. Informed 1 < 2 JPS requires more

memory than HPA*
1. No
2. No [92] 2015 HPA*

1. Dijkstra’s
2. GA

1. Informed
2. Metaheuristic 1 > 2

Dijkstra’s requires
more memory than

GA

1. Yes
2. No [91] 2008 GA

1. A*
2. GA

1. Informed
2. Metaheuristic 1 < 2 GA requires more

memory than A*
1. Yes
2. No [94,95] 2016, 2017 A*

1. GA
2. ACO

1. Metaheuristic
2. Metaheuristic 1 > 2 GA requires more

memory than ACO
1. No
2. No [88,89] 2010, 2016 ACO

8. Conclusions

In this work, we presented GRIN_PF, a pathfinding approach for computing the
performance of different pathfinding Algorithms so that game developers can make a
suitable choice from these Algorithms for the development of games involving pathfinding.
The Algorithms have been appropriately classified based on different parameters and
graphical representations so that a clear distinction can be made among the Algorithms in
terms of performance.

Our experimental evaluation was performed on various grids of different sizes. Four
different path finding Algorithms were analyzed for a same set of inputs and its results
were examined. Based on the results, the game developer can choose the most suitable one.

Performance analysis was done using two different scenarios. The first one was
examining the pathfinding Algorithms on various grids without obstacles and the second
one was about examining the same set of Algorithms with obstacles. Finally, the shortest
path length was calculated based on the minimum number of blocks taken by the Algorithm
to reach the destination node. In case of dynamic objects introduced in the path, much
effort might be required to improve the reactive abilities of the AI agent. A solution may be
to make the agent to be aware of its surroundings. This can be done by fitting the agent
with sensors so that its pathfinder can guide it but cannot control it. However, based on
the results of our proposed Algorithm, the agent can use a better solution of utilizing the
appropriate Algorithm during runtime.
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